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Dirección:C/ Guadalupe 1706200 Almendralejo(Badajoz)  Tfno 675 043 835Identificación fiscal: G06442412E-mail: almendralejosincontaminacion@yahoo.eshttp://perso.wanadoo.es/plataforma_cc/August 1, 2008
Hydrographic confederacy of the GuadianaSinforiano Madroñero, 1206011 BadajozD. Félix Lorenzo Donoso, of legal age, with domicile to notifications effects in c / Guadeloupe 17, 06200
Almendralejo (Badajoz), ID card 9154113K, phone 675 043 835, in name and representation of the Platform
Against the Contamination of Almendralejo, inscribed in the register of Associations of the Commission ofPresidency of the Junta of Extremadura with the number 3.829, before Vd., it appears and, as better itproceeds in right,
EXHIBITS

First: That with date December 4, 2007, the Platform sent written to the Hydrographic Confederacy ofthe Guadiana interested by the measures that had taken as a result of the denunciation sent bythe SEPRONA with date November 27, 2007, owing to the cross-check of a denunciation of thePlatform Against the Contamination on the industry VINIBASA.
Second: After there did not receive answer the writing to which one alludes in the first point, with dateFebruary 18, 2008 height resource was sent to the Minister of Environment, for the supposeddisrespect of the requested in the same one.
Third:: In answer to the mentioned resource of height, with date April 11, 2008, there was receivedanswer of the Secretary general of the Hydrographic Confederacy of the Guadiana, in which heinformed that: "cross-checks are realized to determine if the same ones are capable of constituting

an administrative infraction of the typified ones in the article 116 of the water Law, of being like
that will begin the corresponding sanctioning records, what will be made known of this Platform,
fulfilling this way the arranged in the article 329.2 of the Regulation of the Hydraulic Public
domain.” (Photocopy is enclosed. I document 1)

Fourth: That having passed a period of time more that reasonable, if the necessary measures are nottaken to determine if the denounced facts are constitutive of administrative infraction there issome the risk that the expiration of the procedure takes place.For everything previously exhibited,
REQUEST:You to inform me about the state of the procedure of the records, and in case of some sanctioning recordshave been initialized, I request a copy of the accusatory documents and of defense, with his convincingelements, and facilitate the identity of the officials responsible for the procedure.Without another mater receive my most cordial greeting.
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In Almendralejo on August 1, 2008

Fdo. Félix Lorenzo Donoso
Plataforma Contra la Contaminación de Almendralejo
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